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Abstract—In wireless power transfer systems, if the driver is
not capable of dynamically adapt its own switching frequency,
small environmental changes or even slight deviations in circuit
parameters may prevent the complete system from working
properly when the optimal resonance frequency moves towards
new values. In this paper, we propose an adaptive system suitable
for underwater wireless applications in sea water. The output
voltage is regulated using the wireless power link, avoiding the
need for additional wireless interfaces. Our complete system
includes the power driver, coupling coils, rectifier, and two
micro-controllers. The regulation is accomplished by digital load
modulation, observable at the input by means of current sensing
at the power supply. Experimental results demonstrate a class-D
driver with a series-series resonant topology working in saline
water, delivering power between 1.6 and 2.4 W. The regulated
voltage is 7.5 V with error less than 7.2 % in the load range of
30 to 37 Ω and 6 to 10 V power supply variation. The switching
frequency is adjusted within the range of 7 kHz deviation (-7%).

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, wireless power transfer (WPT) based on reso-
nance has met a wide range of application scenarios [1]. WPT
has been addressed in wireless battery charging of smart-
phones [2], medical implants [3], and electrical vehicles [4],
[5]. Such systems rely on non-radiative short-range power
transfer, normally comprising one or more pairs of magnet-
ically coupled coils. These operate in resonance to allow
a higher energy power transfer, being usually modelled as
transformers. Fig. 1 depicts a block diagram for a conventional
WPT system. A driver is employed at the primary side, which
can be implemented using different techniques, such as class-
D inverters or class-E drivers. At the secondary side, a half-
or full-bridge rectifiers with diodes can be employed to obtain
a dc voltage output, often requiring some sort of additional
adjustment mechanism. Voltage regulation is usually provided
to support load variations and it is typically implemented
following the rectifier.

Resonant WPT systems are generally subject to several
parameter variations, e.g. due to time-varying distance between
coupling coils, unpredictable load variation demands, or any
other mechanical or electrical uncertainties that may affect
resonance [6]. This is particularly severe in circuits with
high loaded quality factors, i.e. where power can solely be
transferred across a narrow frequency bandwidth and the
WPT system has almost no tunability capabilities at all. To
overcome component variations and still provide a constant
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Fig. 1. WPT system block diagram.

output voltage, the authors in [7] make use of a magnetic
amplifier to tune the inductance in an LCL pickup circuit.
In [8], a reconfigurable four-coil WPT system is presented
in which maximum efficiency is systematically tracked by
sensing voltage and current to adjust the driver switching fre-
quency. Adaptive approaches need to be adopted to circumvent
possible parameter deviations in practical implementations,
which may prevent the system from proper operation when
resonance or other parameters are slightly different from ex-
pected. However, performing parameter tuning in the complete
system requires interchanging information between the power
transmitter and load circuitry. Recently reported works [9],
[10] rely on wireless communications to exchange data for
WPT closed-loop optimization control. Unfortunately, such
additional wireless data interfaces are not simple to provide
in some cases, specially in underwater applications in which
operation at high frequencies imply intolerable energy losses.
The present paper addresses the power regulation of a dc
output voltage with an adaptive approach to look up for the
optimum frequency to achieve the desired target voltage. The
proposed system aims at providing a wireless power link in
sea water with output voltage regulation established without
additional links. The next section addresses the proposed
system, followed by a section that presents measurement
results from the practical implementation.

II. PROPOSED UNDERWATER WPT SYSTEM

The proposed wireless system intends to power devices in
the deep sea for monitoring purposes. To prevent excessive
losses due to the conductivity of salt water [11], low frequency
is adopted for operation, i.e. around 100 kHz. The series-series
driver topology is preferred due to its simplicity and to ease
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Fig. 2. (a) Series-series resonant driver topology with rectifier and (b) its
typical frequency response.

a stable voltage at the secondary side [5]. Fig. 2(a) depicts
a conventional series-series class-D resonant driver. Signals
vhs and vls represent respectively the driving signals of the
high- and low-side power MOSFETs. The coupling coils are
represented as a “tee” model in which the auto inductances are
L1 = L2 = (1−k)·L, and the mutual inductance is Lm = k·L,
with k as the coupling factor. The capacitors C1 and C2

are usually equal valued, and define the resonance frequency.
Fig. 2(b) shows the frequency response of the series-series
resonant system with a rectifier, i.e. it represents the output dc
voltage Vout vs target voltage Vref if the switching frequency
of the driver is statically swept. Each line represents a different
load (the load increases monotonically towards the lines to
the top), having a peak relatively close to the resonance
frequency fo.

A voltage regulation algorithm based on hill climbing, using
the frequency as the control variable, is proposed to regulate
the voltage at the secondary side. As such, we incrementally
change the frequency within a certain range preferably in
the left side of fo, i.e. f ∈ [fmin; fo] as exemplified by
the circles represented in Fig. 2(b). This implies a load
range in which the regulated voltage at RL,min occurs at
nearly fo, although additional limitations may arise in the
practical implementation. This optimization can compensate
for deviations of the resonance frequency in a given range.
However, to change the frequency, the driver has to be able to
determine the output voltage, whether it is within an acceptable
regulation tolerance or not. The input current can be used to
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Fig. 3. Load modulation signals for regulating Vout.

optimize the operation of the driver [12]. To do so, we propose
load modulation in which the output voltage is compared to
a reference (Vref ), and takes two different actions when the
voltage is above or below a certain tolerance. As such, we
provide periodic short-circuits to the load for a predefined
time so that, at the primary side, abrupt changes in the current
drawn from the power source Vdd can be sensed. Two fixed-
time pulses (duration at “high” state of 50 ms) are generated,
spaced by 100 and 150 ms in case of Vout being above and
below, respectively. Following the two pulses, the sensing is
disabled for 2 sec., so that the driver can update the switching
frequency (see Fig. 3).

In a series-series driver topology, the higher the load, the
higher the voltage (and current). This behavior implies that
for the load modulation, short circuits are preferred to avoid
increasing the power consumption for modulation purposes.
On the primary side, the power-supply current is sensed to
determine changes within the predefined periodicity. There is
still the case in which the secondary has no power to operate
and the primary side may assume the load is regulated. In order
to prevent this case, we perform load modulation from time to
time as an alive signal (just a periodic pulse), indicating that
the secondary is still being powered and properly regulated.
In the absence of detection of such signals, the frequency is
increased towards fo until the primary senses the secondary
again. Note that even if the secondary is working and the
primary cannot sense changes in current, this is interpreted as
there is no regulation.

Two microcontrollers are used in order to generate the
variable switching frequency, sense the input current and sense
the output voltage. It should be noted that this does not
necessarily represent hardware overhead as some sort of digital
processor is always required at both ends. The analog-to-
digital converters (ADCs) from the microcontrollers are used
to sense the voltage at the load and the current variations at
the primary side. The complete algorithm is partitioned into
the two microcontrollers, being possible to track the power
delivered at the secondary along the time of operation.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A prototype for the proposed system has been implemented
and tested in salt water – see Fig. 5 for the complete system
representation. At the driver side, the microcontroller consists
of an XMC4200 (µC1), and at the load side the microcontroller
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Fig. 4. (a) Test setup and (b) coupling coils in a saline water container.
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Fig. 5. Proposed adaptive system.

is an XMC1300 (µC2), both from Infineon Technologies. The
generated signals at the µC1 make use of a CCU8 timer with
80 MHz clock frequency. The load voltage is sensed at a
voltage divider (1:11) by a 12-bit ADC, whereas the reference
voltage is internally defined at the µC2. For the power supply
of µC2 a LM317 is used as regulator (REG), and a resistor
Rs is placed in series with the load modulation transistor to
avoid the discharge of the rectifier capacitance to a level in
which µC2 would be turned off.

The inverter in the driver employs two BSZ060NE2LS
OptiMOS power MOSFETs (from Infineon Technologies),
with reduced conduction resistance (Ron < 8.0 mΩ). Load
modulation is achieved by switching the power MOSFET IR
LML0060TRPBF (Ron ' 116 mΩ) connected to ground, using
a 5 V pulse generated by the microcontroller, buffered with a

single power-supply opamp. The resistor Rs in series with the
load modulation switch, which has been defined with the value
of 3.3 Ω, imposes the step amplitude. Besides ensuring that the
µC2 is not powered off, it also defines the minimum current
variation that can be sensed at the transmitter.

The microcontroller at the output requires a minimum
voltage of 6 V in order to start operating. In case of power
off, the lack of periodic detection of alive signals forces
the driver to increase the transmitting power (i.e. f → f0).
Current sensing is performed at the driver, on the high-side
switching transistor, using a current shunt monitor comprised
by a 0.050 Ω resistor together with the difference amplifier
AD8219 from Analog Devices. The signal is then applied to
the 12-bit ADC of the microcontroller. Fig. 4(a) shows the test
setup with driver and rectifier systems, and instrumentation;
Fig. 4(b) shows the coupling coils immersed in saline water
(2 g/liter of salt). A spiral geometry with 15 turns has been
adopted targeting low conduction losses in the water medium.
The distance between coils is 4.0 cm (16 cm outer diameter)
and the coupling factor as well as L parameter were indirectly
obtained from scattering parameter measurements, being their
values ' 0.30 and ' 18.25µH, respectively [13].

The algorithm was implemented in Digital Application
Virtual Engineer (DAVETM), i.e. the development platform for
XMCTM, which is an Eclipse-based integrated development
environment (IDE). The µC/ProbeTM XMCTM developed by
Micrium, which allows to read and write the memory of the
microcontroller during run-time and visualize the acquired
data, was used along with DAVETM. This is extremely help-
ful during implementation and debug of the algorithm. For
instance, during the load regulation procedure, the switching
frequency provided at the driver (synthesized by the microcon-
troller) is tracked to see how the regulation is taking place (see
the plot in Fig. 6).

Table I summarizes the measurement results of the output
regulated voltage, eVout , and efficiency, η, for extreme and



Fig. 6. Frequency variable monitored in the driver-side microcontroller during
output voltage regulation (x-axis represents time with 20 sec/tick).

TABLE I
VOLTAGE REGULATION RESULTS WITH DEVIATIONS ON VDD AND RL .

RL Vdd eVout ∆ftune Pin η
(Ω) (V) (%) (kHz) (W) (%)

6.0 0.1 0.0 3.60 60.7
25.8 8.0 4.0 -4.0 3.84 61.4

10.0 4.9 -6.0 3.87 62.1
6.0 6.4 0.0 3.76 55.0

30.8 8.0 7.2 -5,0 3.63 57.9
10.0 1.3 -7.0 3.13 59.9
6.0 6.0 -3.0 3.24 52.6

37.1 8.0 3.7 -5.5 3.09 52.7
10.0 5.9 -7.2 3.20 53.1

central cases of supply voltage, Vdd, and load ranges, RL. The
regulation error is measured according to Vref = 7.5 V (target
voltage) and the tune deviation ∆ftune is obtained based in
fo = 100 kHz. The efficiency comprises all the system losses,
except for the microcontroller at the driver side, which is
powered by a different power supply for debugging purposes.
Fig. 7a) depicts the case when the output voltage is superior to
Vref . Hence, two pulses are generated by the load modulation
circuit (signal in yellow) and are detected by the current-sense
circuitry in the driver (signal in blue). This process denotes
some noisy behavior essentially due to the switching action of
the class-D driver. In a different time scale, Fig. 7b) shows five
iterations in the voltage regulation process at the load, ending
at an output voltage close to Vref . The periodic abrupt voltage
changes along the first iterations are due to load modulation,
whereas the last ones, when the voltage is already close to
Vref , are due to alive signals with lower frequency.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work presented a new approach in which the output
voltage is regulated against load and power supply variations
at the receiving and transmitting side, respectively. Resorting
to periodic load short-circuits (i.e. load modulation at the
secondary side), the end side is capable of communicating
with the transmitter without the need for additional wireless
links. Both the primary and secondary side implement simple
algorithms to ensure proper operation of the WPT system. This
allows for a reduced system complexity in the wireless system
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Fig. 7. (a) Pulse sense and (b) load regulation.

since only one variable is adjusted (switching frequency of the
class-D driver). By adopting this methodology, a maximum
regulated output voltage error of eVout

= 7.2% is attained
considering a load variation of 30 to 37 Ω and supply voltage
range of 6 to 10 V. This approach still presents some lim-
itations, namely the existing switching node noise that can
introduce false positives in the algorithm and the fixed value
of the load modulation resistor, Rs, that sets the effective load
range in which the system is capable of performing voltage
regulation.
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